
Stock Orchard Street 

20+ and 60+ improvements
explanatory narrative

All photos courtesy and copyright Ivan Jones unless otherwise stated. 
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THE ORIGINAL:  fabric first appoach with breathing walls and natural ventilation THE RETROFIT:  improved insulation and airtightness with MVHR, replacement windows 
and rooflights and new solar shading

shading to 
SW-facing 
windows

hall roof replaced 
and new rooflights

improved insulation 
and new render face 

to tower

improved insulation 
and new render to 
undercroft

insulation upgrade 
to SW-facing wall

replacement 
door

shading to 
SW-facing 
window

replacement 
windows

replacement 
rooflights

ECO-IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ORIGINAL DESIGN



AGE-FRIENDLY (60+) IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ORIGINAL DESIGN

Grab rails and level access 
features are to be added in 

the bathroom

New handrails on the 
stairs and bridge

Upgrades to the kitchen to 
make it more accessible

First Floor plan highlighting some of the 60+ improvements

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 

0

9/10 STOCK ORCHARD STREET    

 

 

New kitchen 
(for future carer), 

cupboard and 
services

Closets extended to 
provide additional 

storage

Bathroom equipped 
for a carer

New LED lighting 
througout undercroft

Ground Floor plan highlighting some of the 60+ improvements

New LED lighting 
throughout house

Location for future lift 
if or when required



 
 
PHPP MODELLING  
 
PassivHaus Planning Package (PHPP) models have been developed and refined for both the home and office 
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PHPP RESULTS - HOME
 

 
  

Research and Data Analysis

An analysis of the energy consumed in the building, which is dependent partly 
on its form, was made using a Passivhaus Planning Package model (below). 

The Passivhaus model enabled us to pinpoint specific areas that warranted 
attention. By identifying elements of the building fabric and modelling 
targetted improvements we could instantly see the effect on reductions in 
energy demand resulting from them.

 
Energy Bill Analysis 
 
An analysis of actual energy usage  
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HOT WATER 
 

ELECTRICITY 
 

SPACE HEATING 

 


 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

  

Key Points 
 
The space heating demand (kWh/m2.yr) is a 
metric often used to assess building 
performance. The results show that, while there 
is significant room for improvement, both the 
office and the house perform well compared to 
other buildings of a similar age and even in 
comparison to a modern home constructed to 
Building Regulations standards. However, it is 
worth noting that the thermal comfort might 
have been lower at Stock Orchard Street, 
compared to low energy building standards.  

Charts showing heat gains and losses (with source) per annum for the house element (top) 
and the office element (below) of the buildings. The pie chart illustrates the areas of the 
building that are the greatest contributors to heat losses.

Passivhaus model of the buildingsAir tightness testing

Comparative chart showing energy consumption of typical UK building constructions 
illustrating how Stock Orchard Street house and office performed prior to retrofit 

 
 
PHPP MODELLING  
 
PassivHaus Planning Package (PHPP) models have been developed and refined for both the home and office 
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PHPP RESULTS - OFFICE 
 

  

ECO-IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ORIGINAL DESIGN
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Do not scale from drawings

Confirm all dimensions on site prior to manufacture

Confirm discrepancies with Architect prior to proceeding

Refer to all Engineers' documentation
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605_D205

Bridge roof detail 1 of 3

R20

Stock Orchard Street
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Sarah Wigglesworth/ Jeremy Till
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FOR INFORMATION

2
1
9

5
9

Shaded grey indicates existing 

build up

12.5mm Plasterboard

18mm Plywood glued and 

screwed to joists

Vapour control layer

Rigid insulation by roofing 

supplier

Roofing membrane

Existing outlet from higher roof - 

behind

Breather membrane

Zinc cladding removed for roof 

installation and replaced

1
5
0

5
0

Airtightness membrane

1
5
0

5 degrees

1
0
0

Roofing membrane laps up 

parapet and under metal 

capping piece

New 18mm plywood

The polycarbonate rooflight did not perform very well. It has now been replaced with a solid, insulated  roof with fixed 
rooflights and blinds. This will improve airtightness and reduce heat loss.

Details and guttering in this area have been improved in the process. 

Thermal image showing air leakage and thermal bridging across the 
polycarbonate sheeting covering the link. 

Images L to R:
comparative images showing 

before (during construction) and 
after views of the link block. Note 

the absence of handrails to the 
bridge link and stair

THE PROBLEM

THE HALLWAY/LINK BLOCK

THE SOLUTION
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HALLWAY LINK



Do not scale from drawings

Confirm all dimensions on site prior to manufacture

Confirm discrepancies with Architect prior to proceeding

Refer to all Engineers' documentation
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605_A501

SW Wall Elevation

R20

Stock Orchard Street
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FOR INFORMATION

REVISION HISTORY

DESCRIPTIONREV DATE

SW Wall internal elevation - proposed finishes
Scale: 1:40

1

New insulated airtightness 

junctions painted white to 

match wall

Wall thickness 

increased and 

painted white Replace skirtingSteel door jamb

Timber partition and 

sliding door

The southwest glazed wall comprised a framework of steel flats connected to the 
main columns that is located between the individual windows, forming a type of 
curtain wall. The steel frame penetrated the external envelope causing multiple 
thermal bridges and was not airtight. The proposal thickened out the wall with a 
solid insulated board, and airtightness tape was applied around all junctions. This 
thickened wall extended across all areas of the facade. The white areas of the image 
to the lower left shows the extent of these insulated areas. 

Existing south west wall

Thermal image showing air 
leakage and thermal bridging of 

steel at the top and in the ceiling. 
Image courtesy of Enhabit Ltd

Above, L to R:  insulating the steels to the south-west wall.
Wall with additional insulation.

Internal elevation showing extent of insulated wall
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SW Wall Section Details

R20

Stock Orchard Street
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FOR INFORMATION

REVISION HISTORY

DESCRIPTIONREV DATE

Existing window frame

Existing timber

Existing insulation - 

product unknown

Existing cladding

12mm OSB (medite 

propassiv) taped with tescon 

vana for airtightness

50x50mm timber

12.5mm plasterboard and skim 

TBC

Bosig phonotherm high 

performing insulative board, 

cut to fit tightly

Taped for airtightness with 

tescon vana

Existing panelvent

Existing steel
Existing window frame

Existing timber

Existing insulation - product 

unknown

Existing cladding

12mm OSB (medite propassiv) 

taped with tescon vana for 

airtightness

50x50mm timber

12.5mm plasterboard and skim 

TBC

Bosig phonotherm high 

performing insulative board, 

cut to suit gaps

Taped for airtightness with 

tescon vana

Existing panelvent

New door frame

Existing timber

Existing insulation - 

product unknown

Existing cladding

12mm OSB (medite propassiv) 

taped with tescon vana for 

airtightness

50x50mm timber

12.5mm plasterboard and 

skim TBC

Bosig phonotherm high 

performing insulative board, cut 

to fit tightly

Taped for airtightness with 

tescon vana

Existing panelvent

Existing window frame

Existing packer

12.5mm plasterboard and skim 

TBC

Bosig phonotherm high 

performing insulative board, 

cut to fit tightly

Taped for airtightness with 

tescon vana

Existing window 

frame

New door frame

Existing steel

12.5mm plasterboard and 

skim or taped and filled 

joints TBC

Bosig phonotherm high 

performing insulative 

board, cut to fit tightly and 

adhered with Orcon F

Taped for airtightness with 

tescon vana between 

frames

Existing sliding window 

frame

Existing window frame

Existing steel

12.5mm plasterboard and 

skim TBC

Bosig phonotherm high 

performing insulative board, 

cut to fit tightly

Taped for airtightness with 

tescon vana

Existing window frame
MDF board pre painted prior to 

installation

Existing window 

frame

Existing steel

12.5mm plasterboard and 

skim or taped and filled joints 

TBC

Bosig phonotherm high 

performing insulative board, 

cut to fit tightly adhered with 

Orcon F

Taped for airtightness with 

tescon vana to both window 

frames

Existing window 

frame

SOUTH-WEST WINDOW WALL 

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION
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The existing rooflight was not airtight, and the glazing 
had a poor U-Value. To improve airtightness and provide 
summer ventilation this was replaced with an openable 
rooflight containing an integral solar control blind 
and blackout for when showing presentations in the 
conference room below. 

Drawing showing the proposed replaced rooflight

Drawing showing the proposed replaced rooflight on the existing base

Do not scale from drawings

Confirm all dimensions on site prior to manufacture

Confirm discrepancies with Architect prior to proceeding

Refer to all Engineers' documentation
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Conference Rooflight

Plans
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FOR INFORMATION

REVISION HISTORY

DESCRIPTIONREV DATE

A A

B B

C
C

D

D

Existing flashing to top of 

rooflight cheeks removed

Existing flashing to north facing 

cheek of rooflight removed

Existing glass pane and 

fixing battens removed

Existing Plan (pitched view)1
605_D212

Existing plasterboard 

finish maintained

Ensure visible overlap of new 

roof light is kept to a minimum 

and equal on both sides of the 

existing internal opening

A A

B B

C
C

D

D

New roof light to existing cheeks. Roof light to be VELUX curved 

glass roof window CVP 100150 (vented - operated automatically 

with the VELUX INTEGRA® wall switch with rain sensor)

New tapered zinc flashing to top of roof light cheeks. 

Ensure angle of flashing is consistant throughtout

New studwork to north facing roof 

light cheek only. New zinc flashing

Proposed Plan (pitched view)2
605_D212

Proposed Internal View3
605_D212

NB: Electric operated, VELUX Flat Roof Light Dimming 

Energy Blind in white to be fitted internally (FMK 100150 

1045S). Blind to be powered off the same electricity supply 

as the roof light

NB: Solar operated, VELUX Flat Roof Awning 

Blind in white to be fitted externally (MSG 100150 

6090WL) 

CONFERENCE/DINING ROOM ROOFlight

THE PROBLEM



Top row, L to R: the conference room roof-
light with zinc flashing removed. 

The new rooflight on the grass roof has 
integral solar control blind and balcout. It 
is also openable using wifi controls from 
below. 

The new rooflight could not be laid at 
a pitch greater than 15 degrees so the 
cheeks needed building up. Here the 
raising triang;es set out the new locaiton 
of the rooflight. 

Bottom row, L to R: the new rooflight was 
not the same shape as the existing open-
ing so the opening needed amendment. 
A ‘fold’ in the upstands was needed to 
accommodate it,shown here. 

View of the rooflight from below. Internally 
the internal linings needed amending and 
raising to reach the noew rooflight and 
air tightness membranes were installed to 
ensure no leakage in future. 

Two views of the finished rooflight.
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Rendered Soffit

R20
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FOR INFORMATION

REVISION HISTORY

DESCRIPTIONREV DATE

Chipboard taped with Proclima 

tescon vana at joints

New flooring finish TBC

Chipboard taped to service trench with pro clima 

contega sl. If possible, install foil back mineral 

wool around the column. If when floor is opened 

up there is evidence of a pre-existing 

condensation issue, strategy may adjust to allow 

the column to be ventilated.

Service trench

Existing joist hangers

80mm Pavatex Diffutherm Board 

fixed using 120mm STR-H fixings at 

477mm centres

50mm battens @ 477mm centres to 

replace existing 32mm battens

NBT EWI render system consisting 

of 10mm base coat with fibreglass 

mesh and 3mm top coat

Existing compacted Rockwool 

insulation around I-beam with new 

to increase depth

50mm Pavatex Pavaflex flexible 

wood fibre insulation between 

battens

Reducing impact on the horizontal steel beams and 
improving the appearance of the house soffit.
Airtightness taping around the steel columns helps to 
reduce risk of condensation

Proposed detail

Newly rendered soffit shown downstanding below the perimteter beamThermal image of soffit showing thermal bridging
image Courtesy of Enhabit Ltd

UNDERCROFT SOFFIT

THE PROBLEM



Clockwise from above:
Eye-level ovens remove the need to bend down; a new kitchen 
for a future carer was installed on the ground floor - together with 
the bedroom and separate bathroom this forms a suite of rooms 
for independent living, a carer or a relative; new level access 
shower; handrails in the bathroom; new handrails to staircase and 
bridge. 

AGE-FRIENDLY (60+) IMPROVEMENTS



Top row:  the original MVHR which was not commissioned 
properly; new MVHR in the larder; new access hatches to the 
cleaned MVHR ducts; air tightness tape being installed around 
window openings and at floor to ceiling junctions.
Bottom row:  newly insulated soffit to the house with LED 
lighting; new render to the walls of the tower; external solar 
control blinds over replaced windows to bedrooms reduce 
summer overheating; insulated and sealed larder door, 
keepong the coolth out of the heated spaces of the living 

 

 

  

Overview 

 

 

MVHR 1 

ECO (20+) IMPROVEMENTS



10 Stock Orchard Street
London
N7 9RW
020 7607 9200
mail@swarch.co.uk
@sw_architects
sw_arch

With thanks to 

Enhabit
John Palmner, Patrick Chester, Marine Sanchez

Sarah Wigglesworth Architects
Rosie Evered
Clare Bond
Ronan Feeney

Contractor
Steve Fitzjohn of Interior Solutions (management and all trades)
Waldemar Oskory (carpentry and joinery)
Pete Lee                      Electrics & general building
Ian Barker                    Electrics & general building
Kevin Richardson         Plastering
Paul Myers                   Zinc work


